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 How biomedical waste can be handled? 
.     What is status of India Russia relation?
      What can be the next step in Bramhos? 

 Opinion on sabarimala 

 Why Tamil Nadu is always fighting with neighbouring state for river water? 

 Can we change cropping pattern in Tamil Nadu to over come these problems 

 How is industrial development in Tamil Nadu compared to Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh? 

 What is problem in Sri Lanka related to Elam issue? 

M2: 
 Developmental status of women in Tamil Nadu 

 Do you witnessed it 

 Why civil services after engineering 

 What happened in Kashmir last week 

 What is needed to be done? 

And some questions I couldn't recollect 

M3: 
 What you study in biomedical engineering? 

 What are career opportunities in it? 

 What is Brexit and issues related to it happening in UK 

 From hobby. What and whom do you teach? 

 How is post disaster management in Chennai flood? 

M4: 
 What is Tesla in MRI 

 What is 360° CT 

 What standards are followed in medical devices? Does India have separate standards? 

 Who is regulating radioactive medical devices? 

 Recent SC judgement on regulation of medical devices 

Chairman: 
 What is exchange rate? 

 How Indian rupee is performing? 

Interview went well. Chairman is very cordial and smiled throughout. Couldn't answer some 

questions from graduation. Over all its good 

 

2. 13.02.2019 
Afternoon Session 
2nd person in queue 
Interview duration: Not clear.. Around 30 mins 

1. Name: Priyanka  
DOI: 20 February AN  
Optional: PSIR  
Graduation: Biomedical engineering  
Duration: 30-35 mins  
Chairman:
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Place: Coimbatore 

Graduation : Mech Engg 

Optional: Pub Ad 

Hobbies: Fanfiction, Stand Up Comedy 

Chairman: 

 Tell the name by which Coimbatore is known as 

 Why it is known as such. 

 What promoted the Textile boom in coimbatore 

 Should Pub ad become Pub Mgmnt. 

 What is definition of Pub Ad 

 What is governance 

 What is smart city mission 

M2: 

 Recently DIPP name was changed.. What is the name.. 

 IPR.. What is it.. 

 Which dept looks into it 

 What is the name of the agreement 

 Is patent law strong in India 

 What is needed to improve patents in india 

M3: 

 What is the scholarship that you won in school and on what basis 

 What is Fanfiction 

 Does it have enough literature in it 

 Is it good to make fun of people in stand up comedy 

 How does stand up comedy help 

M4: 

 Which is more difficult... Pub Ad or Developmental Administration.. 

 What is needed... 

 Should we change from pub ad to Devlpmntl admin. 

 How Devlpmntal admin be brought into agriculture 

 Should mechanisation be brought into agriculture 

 What is outcome budgeting 

 What is gender budgeting 

 Can u give an example of gender budgeting 

 People's belief in the political parties... How do they evaluate them.. How can the people trust 

be gained 

 Some question about LSG 

Chairman: Thank you.. Your interview is done 

I may have missed some qns.. 
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Note... Very cordial board 

 

3. B. Tech - Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering Optional: Philosophy  

Hobby: reading mythology, Storytelling 

Leadership Position – University secretary 

Job Profile – 3 years in TCS  

Chairman: 

 So, you left your job in 2016. What were you doing since then?  

 There is so much talks about 5G. It is said it will reduce latency. So, what is it?  

 What is beaming?  

 I am a layman. Take your time and explain Indian philosophy in 5 lines.  

 So, what is the KALIA scheme and how it is different from Honourable PM’s scheme? 

 Who are small and marginal farmer? What is the percentage of land less agriculture labour 

in country? 

 Do you think this Food security act be continued or scrapped. 

 There has been talks about financial consolidation. What is it? 

 What are the provision according to which Comm. Abhinandan should be treated? Do you 

think India’s claim under Geneva Convention is valid? 

 So, you have held so many leadership positions in your career. What you did as secretary? 

How you did it different from others? 

 What are the schemes in MSME sector?  

M1:  

 They say “no philosopher is perfect as well as no philosophy”. Explain.  

 What is mandarin? 

 Which philosophy china follow? 

 With such great philosophy, why Indian society dragged into evils like caste system? What 

went wrong?  

M2: 

 What is ethical hacking?  

 Can hacking be ethical?  

 What is SAP?  

 What is hedonism?  

M3:  

 What is monetary policy? Who fix it? What is repo rate?  

 What are the schemes for doubling farmers income?  

 What is profit loss statements? What is marginal rate? (Then he asked 3/4 questions from 

accounting and audit? I do not remember those terms because I heard those for 1st time.) 

 Which is the latest amendment? 

 Who fix the income criteria for economically weaker section and where is it written?  
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M4:  

 Write it down on paper. “What is mind? No matter. What is matter, never mind”. Take your 

time, think and answer. 

 Suppose you are riding a bicycle from bottom to up on a hill? Then what is velocity ratio? 

(Gave hint that the 2 wheels of cycle are not same in size)  

 Choose one article between article 32 and 226. I will ask you follow up question?  

 Except habeas corpus, choose any one and explain.  

 What is quo warronto? 

 To whom you tell story? Tell us a story. 

End Note: Board was cordial especially Vyas sir. I have not mentioned some technical 
questions because I could not remember the terms they used. I filled around 2 pages that 
was in front of me during answer. While leaving I asked M5 to tell me the ideas behind the 
quote mind and matter. He said “this task is on you. Go and explore.” M2 said, “You said in 
the beginning. Just philosophise it in your own way.” 

 

4. 27/feb/2019 

Chairman: 

 what is Ibadatnama...its significance for Akbar? 

 how ayushman bharat scheme is different from previous one..it's important features... 

Challenges. 

 what is biomedical waste.. Why it is important ..biomedical waste management act 2016 

..sagrigation and method of disposal. 

M1: 

 Importance of American civil war..important major general who became president of America 

 tell me about article 14 & 21 of Indian constitution 

 meaning of besic structure of constitution  ..who is keshwanand bharti. 

M2: 

 after which battle in India British rule established. 

 cremia war ..which nurse got popular after this battle. 

 tell me about best Indian badminton players at present. 

M3: 

 government spent lot of money on doctors...on their training. .after that they moved to abroad 

..what are the reason?... Do u think we should have some policy or law to stop this ...what 

are the possible solutions for brain drain. 

 Have u ever invest in share market..what is NSE and BSE...their regulation 

 what is ur opinion on PPP...is it successful or a failure in India...name some project which 

run under PPP...other investment models. 

 what is SEZ...what are the relaxation for them..how to regulate them 

 do u support women reservation..u don't think this is violation of article 14 
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M4: 

 what do u understand by sex ratio..what is the reasons for low sex ratio 
 what u want to do for women 
 is their any relation between high literacy and income with sex ratio 
 what are the reasons for shifting of center of power from magad to other part of India or south 

India 

Chairman: 

 what is the importance of culture in our foreign policy . 

 how other countries culturally related to us  

 why we focus so much on ocean temperature when we talking about global warming . 

 What is green house effect 

 What is headline inflation 

Ur interview is over ..u may go now 

All the best 

 

5. Manish Kumar Shandilya 

Interview date: 18-2-2019 forenoon (3rd in serial no) 
 

 How is our manufacturing sector doing in recent years? What are the challenges? 

 What initiatives the Govt has taken for providing easy credit to MSMEs? 

 What initiatives (other than credit) have been taken for MSMEs? 

 What is GeM? 

 What are your views regarding whole reservation policy in India? 

 What are challenges in promoting entrepreneurship and how can we promote it? 

 What is the difference between terrorism and insurgency? Is it terrorism or insurgency in 

Kashmir? 

 How is e-governance helpful?  

 What are the benefits of use of ICT in implementing GST? 

 Why is China ahead in manufacturing sector compared to India? What should India do in this 

regard? 

 What do think about recent controversy regarding Huawei? Does it have security implications 

for us? 

 What do you think about IITs status in global ranking? What should we do to improve their 

rankings? 

 Why are many airlines running in losses globally as well as domestically? 

 What do you think about UDAN scheme? Will it be successful? 

 What do you know about CAMPA? Why the funds are lying unused? 

 In economy, What is this TBS challenge we often hear about? 

 Is this your photo? 

Thank you. 
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6. Devahuti 

Llb J&K 

optional law 

3rd to go 

March 8 th 

Chairman:  

 Juvenile justice 

 Official secrets Act some counter questions 

 Three latest  judgements on women  

M1:  

 meaning of my name 

 something regarding submarines 

 judicial review judicial activism and judicial overreach 

M2:  

 tried to grill 

 Asked about why we have to adopt religious methods to make people aware about river 

pollution...( Ganga river arti)  

 Said pil is a curse or boon...I tried to justify ( chairman sir was supportive) 

M3 (Lady):  

 women's day why celebrated 

 Why on 8 th Legal literacy among women 

 Sexual harrassment laws 

 Rangoli ( DAF) 

M4:  

 American judicial system 

 Jury system 

 HC jurisdiction 

 Sc jurisdiction 

 Natyashastra 

Chairman:  

 My native place questions  

 Cross border shelling 

 NCLAT  

 The board was cordial.. chairman sir was very supportive.. 
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7. Shefali Chandolia: 

Biotechnology from IIT Delhi 

Optinal: Sociology 

Hobby: reading, stage play 

Chairman: 

 Views on use of nanoparticles in cosmetics 

 What is ECB? What are masala bonds? Benefit of masala bond? 

 Where is our foreign minister visiting today? (OIC) 

 Name members of OIC 

 What is its importance 

M1: 

 What are the reasons for low status of women in India? 
 What will you do a DM to address this problem? 

M2: 

 What are the problems happening in NE? 

 Why is it happening? 

 What is the solution? 

 What can be the solution for the international problem of migration? 

 Who is Habib Tanveer 

M3: 

 What is Withholding of tax and national pledge in context of ECB? 

 Can Indian government rase money from outside and bring to India in foreign currency? 

 What is corporate governance? 

 Who decides these rules 

M5: 

 Difference between civil law and criminal law 

 Difference between bill and act 

 Name 5-6 books u have read. 

 Explain the reaction of ozone depletion 

 World efforts on ozone protection 

 Sources of HFC CFC 

 

8. IshitaFeb 23, 2019  

22nd Afternoon  

Profile: 

Service : IRS - C&IT,  
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Tripura home state,  

Graduation: electrical and electronics engg,  

pub ad optional  

Chairman:  

 Is this you?  

 3 critical challenges or unfinished business of gst  

 Npa since 2016?  

 History since 2006? 

 Causes 

 How much npa? 

 Uae vs India relation, facts, crown prince, how will both benefit from each other?  

 7 job producing sectors  

M1:  

 Vit alumni  

 Engibeers doing so good outside, wht are you here?  

 Bill course of passing in Parl? Can pres return it? What happens when RS returns it? Can 

pres return when joint parliament session passes it?  

 Money bill  

M2: 

 You mentioned cyber security as one of 7 sectors in job creation. Enlighten us on this 

 You are from Tripura where recent Givt changed. Do u agree Givt shouldn't change for 

such a long period?  

 Did communist Givt impact dev?  

 But tripura is lagging?  

 Compare dev of Tripura to other NE states? 

 Why Givt didn't change fir such a long period? Why opposition was weak?  

M4:  

 Compare vellore to Agartala? Which one u love more? Differences?  

 Difference between gst and vat 

 Like from maharashtra to tamil nadu, products being sold  

 Sabari mala stand  

 Brexit ? U prefer referendum again or no deal?  

 Why no deal not good? 

 Companies leaving UK? Name one? Recent? 

M5:  

 You mentioned Tourism as one of job sector 

 What will u do to develop it in Tripura? 

 Happiness index why low? Pak doing better..  should we move to Pak? 

 What will u do to increase it in Tripura?  

 Primary activity of Tripura? What do they cultivate? How will you promote private 
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industries? Do u have direct trade with bangladesh?  

Chairman: 

thanking u, we are closing your interview 

 

9. Akash kumar shukla 

Mining Engineering 

Optional - History  

Home state - Chhattisgarh 

Date - 22/02/2019 

Afternoon slot , 5th to go 

Chairman: 

 Why Chhattisgarh called as bowl of rice?  

 Productivity of rice ? Any local variety ? 

 What is price and msp of rice ? Y msp ? 

 What are pre harvesting processes ? 

 Mining project in asteroid ? 

 Do u heard of Benu asteroid ? 

M1:  

 What is your opinion on reservation ? Why it is give and on what basis ? 

 What is creamy and non creamy layer ? 

 Should creamy layer apply to SC/ST ? 

 What is Abujhmad ( region in CG ) ?  

 Reasons behind spread of Naxalism in Chhattisgarh ? 

M2: 

 What is forest right act ? Explain ? Its current status of implementation in CG ? 

 Recent SC judgement on minor forest produce ? 

 What is mahanadi river dispute between CG and odisha ? Which state should get more 

water ? Will tribunal give right judgement in future or not ? 

 What India should do after Pulwama ? 

 Should India play cricket with Pakistan ? 

M3: 

 Rat hole mining ? Implications ? How to stop it ? 

 How china became economic power being a communist country ? 

 Achievements of Chhattisgarh after getting Statehood ? How it helped CG ? 

M4: 
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 What is cutting pattern before blasting ?  

 Explosive used in mining ?  

 Does RDX used as explosive in mining ? 

Chairman: 

 What is exchange rate ? 

 Current dollar rate against INR ?  

 What is headline inflation ? 

 What is current retail inflation ? 

Yes. gentleman your interview is over. Thank you ! 

 

10. Pakkiresh Badami 

Date - 21/02/19 

Chairman: 

 Tell me about yourself. 

 so you are getting training in tax matters. what are the important challenges before GST 

council 

 What is the issue related to under construction housing and GST. 

 Tell me why india is lagging in defense manufacturing.(i quoted new draft policy on def 

production) 

 Do you know about new defense production policy. Tell me about it 

 is it accepted or in draft stage 

M1: 

 ok as you are an electronics engineer, tell me whether evm are hackable? 

 why are we not able to manufacture enough electronics hardware to meet our needs. 

 We all know that climate change affects agriculture. You tell me how agriculture affects 

climate change 

M2: 

 As your optional is literature, tell me about book 'sanskara' and about its author? 

 when did this modern literature movement in kannada see its peak? 

 ok as you have worked in voluntary sector, can you tell me what was your work profile 

there. 

 what did you learn from your work experience there? 

M3: 

 As you have talked Mr U R Anantmurty, tell me something about Kuvempu also. 

 when we think about Karnataka, we only imagine about Banaglore as if there in nothing 

other than Bangalore in Karnataka. Why this skewed development 

 so as you say there is imbalance in development of north karnataka, shouldn't we go for a 

seperate north karnataka state. 

 why there were so much of complications while implementing GST. (I said any big reform of 
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the nature of gst is going to face some difficulties, challenges were mainly practical in 

nature.) 

 If difficulties of gst were operational and practical in nature, there should have been more 

planning.?(howsoever meticulous planning we do, we cannot take all possibilites into 

account while planning. Also india being such a diverse country, there will be some 

challenges which will come up only during implementation.) 

 Why IT Dept doesnt face such problems while GST is facing so many challenges. (Its not 

that IT didnt face any challenges. IT systems have evolved over time and have reached 

stable state now. Even our e assessment has created lot of challenges on ground and its 

evolving now like gst) 

M4: 

 As you are undergoing training now in IRS, what are the changes we need to bring in terms 

of tax rates. 

 You have done lot of extra curricular activites. We will pick one. What kind of music have 

you presented in DD and Akashvani. 

 Is your gharana and gharana of Bhimsen Joshi same? 

Chairman: 

 Ok let us talk a little about your experience in voluntary sector.  

 I'll ask you an important question. I want a frank answer from you. Should we hold NGOs 

accountable. (No instituion can go without accountability in a democracy. But the issue is to 

whom these NGOs should be accountable. They cannot be held accountable by govt bcz it 

is NGOs who are supposed to hold govt accountable. We should instead have an 

autonomous body like press council of india for this purpose. But NGOs should be 

accountable to govt to the extent of funds recieved by govt if they are getting any funds 

from govt.) 

 Now suppose I'll make you DM of a district. Your district has multiple disaster hazards and 

also it is a backward district. There are lot of NGOs willing to work with District 

Administration. How will you utilise them. In what all roles? 

 One last question. Say your district has 5 NGOs working at ground level. But all of them are 

concentrating on one taluq leaving aside other taluqs. How will you resolve this. Because 

we in this board have faced it on ground. (I didn't know how to answer this. So i said sir I'm 

not able to give any solution at this point, but given time, I'll definitely find a solution for 

that.) 

 At this point he said well you can talk to them as a first measure. - I said yes sir, thats 

always a solution bcz i believe there is no problem which can't be solved by talking. 

 another member quipped smilingly at this point - does this apply to pakistan also. 

 I said in short term it may not, but in long run that's the only solution we have.  

 

Chairman smiled "your interview is over" 

 

11. Saurav 

Optional - PSIR 
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21st Feb 

Chairman: 

 Changes in india's foreign policy in last 2 to 3 years 

 On what basis foreign policy of country is based ? Explain with examples 

 Is removibg MFN status from Pakistan is symbolic ? What are the other economic punitive 

measures taken by India <200 percent duty hike thing> 

 Why are we connecting aadhar, bank account and pan card ? What we are going to 

achieve 

M1: 

 What is cooperative federalism. Explain with example 

 Issues between West bengal and central government 

 CBI vs West bengal ? 

 What is general consent in CBI case ? 

 How the CBI vs State police could have been handeled ? 

M2: 

 What is GST ? What we achieved 

 Was demonitisation a success ? 

 Difference between CBI and NIA 

M3: 

 What is trump wall ? 

 Which Finance Commission is this ? Who is heading it ? What was the issue <Census 

2011 thing> ? What is the article number of FC ? 

M4: 

 Difference between bengaluru and west bengal culture 

 Jobs related question 

 What is BREXIT ? 

 Board members were very cordial and supportive .. Specially chairman sir. 

 Extremly sorry for posting the transcipt late 

 

12. Anshul Jain: 

Optional - Anthropology  

Civil Engineering, IIT BHU  

11/02/19 

Afternoon, 2nd to go. 

Chairman: 

 How will you introduce Varanasi to a person from outside? 
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 What are the challenges of artisan industry of Varanasi? 

 What steps can be taken for their livelihood? 

 What do you know about Namami Gange? 

 What will you do for its better implementation? 

 What is the name of Ministry that deals with Roads? 

 What will you suggest to Ministry of Road Transport & Highway? 

 What new technologies are being used in Road construction? 

M1: 

 What kind of adventure sports have you done? 

 Which mountain have you climbed? 

 Why to give yourself so much of emotional & physical pain? 

 What kind of photography do you do? 

 You have also mentioned about a film-making competition, tell us about it. 

 How many members were there in your team? 

 How did you divide the work? What was your role? 

 Tell me about Google Online Marketing Competition. 

 Who was you client? 

M2: 

 You have stayed in Nagpur for two months, Tell me anything unique that you have 

experienced in Nagpur. 

 Do you know about Diksha Bhoomi? What is it? 

 What is fangs? 

 You have been part of Green Club, tell me about the impact of Swachch Bharat Mission. 

Has it been successful? 

 Have you heard of Google, Facebook, Amazon, Netflix? 

 What is the major issue with these companies? 

 Do you think this can have impact on elections in India as well? What can be done? 

 What is Whatsapp doing in this regard? 

 Do we have sufficient legal framework to deal with data security? 

 Which Committee gave the report on data protection recently? 

M3: 

 You profile remind me of Three Idiots movie, was engineering accidental to you? 

 What about civil services? Are you doing it due to family, friends or peer pressure? 

 Recently, there was a debate related to end to end encryption in Whatsapp. What is the 

issue? 

 What should be done? 

 India has seen slow in adoption of new technology in construction sector while we see 

China building multi-storeys in a month. Do you think we have missed the bus? Where 

have we lacked? 

M4: 

 What is your view on river interlinking projects? 

 What is the average rainfall in India? 

 What is the average rainfall in Israel? 
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 Israel is not facing the issue of water scarcity with 10 times less rainfall than India. Don't 

you think overuse & misuse of water resources have led to this problem? 

 What is the renewable energy potential in India? 

 What are different sources of renewable energy?  

Chairman: 

 Tell three taxation measures taken in the Budget. 

 What is e-way bill? 

 What is the composition of GST Council? 

Thank you Anshul, you interview is over. All the best. 

 

13. Pramod singh 

Profile: textile technology 

Chairman: 

 Tell me in breif about textile sector in India. 

 silk sector problem and solutions 

 schemes for welfare of weavers 

 diff bw insurance penetration and density 

 problem in PMFBY and weather based insurance 

M1: 

 khadi sector problems and solution 

 textile sector pollution, and solutions 

 work of central silk board 

 technological textile scope, schemes, indias status 

 why math called exact sceince 

 impact of gst and demonetisation on textile industry 

 why so diverse hobby weightliting, shotput and cricket. 

 

14. Gauravjeet 

Chairman: 

 You are mechanical engineer, are EV completely pollution free? 

 Why president in his speech said 2019 is very special? 

 Social causes of poverty 

 How is it measured? 

M1:  

 Your role in Alston? 

 Is it based on pert cpm? 

 What is done to prevent delay and What do you when there is a delay? 

 You told about poverty.  Is money therl only reason? 
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 Why we could not solve this in 70 years when other countries could do? 

M2: 

 Recently Punjab cm talked about biofuels why is it so? 

 Apart from paddy what are the other sources of biofuels?  

 Why there is so much migration from Punjab and Haryana? 

M3: 

 why so much use of fertilizer and pesticides in agriculture?  What are the solutions? 

 Why drug trafficking in Punjab? 

M4: 

 What is the precursor of G20? 

 What is special about G20? 

 Why it was formed?  Who attended from India? 

Chairman: 

 Reasons for sex ratio? 

 Which sociological tools you can use to address that? 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

1. Vengatesh Prabhu: 

presently in danics 

hobby ..quora ,powerlifting 

from moradabad , 

education ..iit bhu varanasi 

Chairman: 

 Why u like powerlifting? 

 When did u started? 

 Enlighten me on Venezuela issue? What actually happening there? 

 What is currently happening regarding Afghanistan? What future do u see? 

M1 (Lady): 

 What should India do on Afghanistan? 

 

 

                                          UNKNOWN BOARD TRANSCRIPTS 
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